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[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4819855] Ferroelectric crystals exhibiting random distribution of alternate domains are increasingly employed in nonlinear optics to design compact multi-wavelength light sources, since they allow for the simultaneous phase matching of several nonlinear processes. In these systems, the generation of multiple nonlinear interactions, as well as their tunable response, occurs at the expense of the efficiency. However, their simplicity, compared to other nonlinear tunable devices based on more sophisticated superstructures of inverted domains, makes them attractive sources for the development of advanced multi-photon devices. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] Substantially less explored is the capability of these systems to manipulate and control the polarization state of the generated nonlinear beams in a broad frequency range. The simultaneous presence of two or more different phase matching processes, involving different polarization states, is of interest in many applications. Polarization-entangled photon pairs, useful for quantum computing and communications, 8 polarization-free frequency converters, valuable for laser fibers and optical communications, 9 or all optical devices, including all optical isolators or polarization switchers, 10, 11 are some examples of optical devices that could take advantage of concurrent nonlinear phase-matching processes in a single crystal. Moreover, multipartite quantum entanglement or the possibility to obtain quantum correlation without interferometers have been proposed when a set of three or more photons with different polarization states are simultaneously phase-matched in an optical parametric oscillator. 12, 13 In this context, triply concurrent nonlinearities, namely, type 0, type I, and type II second harmonic generation (SHG), have been demonstrated in a carefully designed multi-grating periodically poled KTiOPO 4 crystal, after accurate wavelength and temperature control. 14 The complexity in the sample preparation and experimental set-up can be strongly simplified by using quadratic random nonlinear media as nonlinear optical sources. In this letter, we have focused our attention on as-grown congruent Strontium Barium Niobate (SBN) crystal due to its large nonlinear coefficients and to the presence of a random distribution of ferroelectric domains. 2, 4 Up to three different coincidental quadratic nonlinear parametric interactions, with different input/output polarization states, are experimentally demonstrated to occur in a broad spectral range covering the whole visible spectrum. These three SHG processes are simultaneously obtained at room temperature and involve a single fundamental beam and first order quasi-phase matching (QPM) collinear interactions. Furthermore, a coherent superposition of different parametric processes is demonstrated by means of the SHG polar plot analysis. SBN belongs to the 4 mm symmetry group. Accordingly, for a fundamental beam propagating perpendicular to the ferroelectric z-axis, the non-zero components of the quadratic nonlinear susceptibility tensor, v (2) , allows up to three different concurrent SH interactions with the same frequency, but with different input/output polarization states. The three simultaneous nonlinear interactions are eee (type 0), ooe (type I), and oeo/eoo (type II), e and o being the extraordinary and ordinary polarization, respectively. The two first letters denote the fundamental beam polarization, while the third one stands for the second harmonic polarization. In a collinear configuration, the coherence length required to QPM the allowed SHG processes can be written as
where n o,e refers to the ordinary/extraordinary refractive index of SBN at a given frequency and k is the pump fundamental wavelength. This coherence length has been determined for the three different possible QPM processes, and it is illustrated in Fig. 1 The gray region in Fig. 1(a) represents the domain size distribution in the studied SBN crystal. As observed, the size of the as-grown ferroelectric domains spreads from 0.1 lm up to $10 lm, providing a variety of quasi-phase matching conditions over a large spectral range for each independent polarization process. Nonetheless, the generated SHG response depends on the number of domains, and it is modulated by the value of the non-zero nonlinear d ij component involved in the process. In our system, the most frequent domain size and variance was found to be around 2.5-3 lm and 1.8 lm, respectively. Thus, SHG-QPM processes in the ranges 800-1300 nm, 800-1400 nm, and 800-1600 nm for the ooe, eee, and oeo parametric processes, respectively, can be expected. Note that for the type-0 process, QPM-SHG in SBN has been reported by involving domain sizes which only represent $2% of the total distribution. 2 Furthermore, on this basis, a triply coincident QPM configuration for the three symmetry allowed parametric (polarization) processes can be predicted in the 800-1300 nm spectral range, its maximum being centered around 1 lm. As a representative example, the required coherent lengths to obtain triple QPM-SHG for a fundamental wavelength of 1.06 lm have been marked with solid dots in Fig. 1(a) . As seen, they all lie within the 2-3.7 lm domain size range, which represents 9% of the maximum in the domain distribution (marked with dashed lines in the figure). Therefore, in addition to the simultaneous generation of three different parametric processes, a continuously tunable broad spectral range in which the three processes coexist can be expected for a single SBN random quadratic medium.
In order to assess the ability of the system as a nonlinear broadband source for which the polarization state can be tailored, we carried out two different and complementary experiments: (i) a polarization analysis of the generated SH response for a fundamental incident beam at a fixed frequency and (ii) the determination of the tunning range of the SHG under different polarization geometries. As excitation sources, a ps-laser at 1064 nm (Spectra Physics Navigator V R ) or a tunable optical parametric amplifier (Coherent OPerASolo V R ) generating 140 fs pulses at a repetition rate of 1 kHz in the 800-1400 nm spectral range were employed. In all the cases, the fundamental beam travelled perpendicular to the polar axis, along the X crystallographic direction. The SHG radiation was emitted in the plane perpendicular to Z, in agreement with previous works. 15, 16 In our experiments the SHG intensity was measured at the exit face of the crystal in a collinear configuration by using the appropriate interference filters. The eoo/oeo SH process was selected by setting the input linear polarization a, at 45 with respect to the ferroelectric z-axis of the crystal. Crossed polarizes were employed to verify that there was no signal arising from other SHG processes. Notice that while the eee and ooe processes results into pure extraordinary SH signals, the ordinary polarized SHG beam obtained by means of two fundamental photons with orthogonal polarizations, i.e., eoo/oeo process, also allows for the other ooe and eee nonlinear processes to occur simultaneously. The experimental set-up diagram is shown in Fig. 1(b) .
We first analyze the angular dependence of the polarization properties of the SH response by using a ps-laser tuned at 1064 nm as excitation source. This wavelength was chosen for being close to that of the maximum efficiency for the three nonlinear processes (see Fig. 1(a) ). Two different configurations were analyzed. First, the polarization state of the generated nonlinear response was studied by rotating the analyzer counter-clockwise from h ¼ 0 to h ¼ 2p radians while keeping the linear polarization state of the incident light, a, fixed at a ¼ 0 and a ¼ p/4. In a second set of experiments the intensity of the extraordinary and ordinary polarization states of the SHG radiation was studied as a function of the polarization of the incident light, a, which was azimuthally varied counter-clockwise from 0 to 2p radians. In all cases, the angle origin (h ¼ 0 and a ¼ 0) was parallel to the z-axis of the crystal. The results are shown in Fig. 2 . It is clear that SHG with orthogonal polarization states can be obtained in SBN by using a single fundamental beam, in contrast to previous claims. 16, 17 Additionally, as highlighted in the inset of Fig. 2(c) , the extraordinary SH signal is reduced to zero for a particular input polarization state, hence pointing toward mutually coherent processes and opposite sign of the involved nonlinear coefficients. 18 As a further confirmation, the angular dependence of the SH polarization response was interpreted taking into account the non-zero components of the nonlinear tensor of SBN, which provide information not only on the input/output polarization states but also on the coherence of the different nonlinear processes. For a linearly polarized fundamental beam propagating along the X axis, the nonlinear polarization vector for the crystal symmetry of SBN is given by
where a is the polarization angle of the fundamental input beam and d ij the nonlinear coefficients. These equations can be written as a function of the angle h which defines the linear polarization state of the SHG response in the following form: 
where E 0 2 ¼ I 0 represents the intensity of the fundamental beam. The intensity of the linearly polarized SHG is proportional to the nonlinear polarization, and it varies depending on the (in)-coherence of the different processes. In particular, this is reflected on the polarization dependence of the effective nonlinear coefficient of the interacting beams. [18] [19] [20] The calculated coherent SHG intensity expressions for the different polarization processes displayed in Fig. 3 can be written as
where
represents the involved nonlinear coefficients weighted by the distribution function of inverted domains, f ij (k), i.e., the number of inverted domains of a certain width participating on the corresponding QPM process. Theoretical fits to the experimental polar plots based on Eqs. (8)- (11) are shown as solid lines in Fig. 2 . A good agreement was obtained between the experimental and theoretical curves, thus confirming a coherent interaction among the different parametric processes. From the fitting, the relative value between the involved nonlinear coefficients was found to be j nonlinear process reported by Trull et al. under non-collinear dual-pump configuration, 19 a coherent superposition of three parametric contributions has been recently reported for Cerenkov type SHG in SBN. 18 Further, SHG speckle pattern formation by an SBN crystal has been recently demonstrated both experimentally and theoretically. 21 Figure 3 shows the measured RT-SHG intensity as a function of the fundamental wavelength in the 800-1400 nm spectral range obtained for different linear polarization geometries: eee (type 0), ooe (type I), and oeo/eoo (type II). For the sake of comparison each parametric interaction (polarization process) has been plotted in a separate panel. The theoretically obtained spectral responses for each independent polarization process are shown in solid lines. In the calculations, only first order QPM collinear interactions were considered. Additionally, the values of the non-zero nonlinear d ij components obtained from the polar plot analysis were weighted by the distribution function, f ij (k), to take into account the size distribution of the ferroelectric domains participating on the frequency conversion process at a wavelength, k. As seen, the SHG can be continuously tuned from 400 to 700 nm under different polarization geometries displaying a spectral dependence that correlates well with a first order QPM collinear interaction. Note that some deviations from the theoretical curve are observed possibly due to inaccuracies of the Sellmeier equation, particularly for ordinary polarized waves. These results point out the capability of random nonlinear photonic structures to generate widely tunable triply concurrent quadratic parametric interactions by using a single fundamental beam. Moreover, they are obtained at room temperature without the need of any angular or thermal adjustment of the nonlinear structure. An estimation of the conversion efficiency for the green spectral region gave a value in the order of 0.001% for the eee process. 2 The efficiency values for the ooe and oeo processes are expected to be 0.6 and 0.2 times lower than eee, respectively, according to the relative value of the involved nonlinear coefficients.
In summary, we have shown the ability of as grown SBN random quadratic medium to simultaneously achieve triply coincident nonlinear SH parametric interactions, which are continuously tunable in an extremely large spectral range (800-1400 nm). The spectral dependence of the SHG intensity has been theoretically modelled by considering the role of the statistical distribution of the inverted ferroelectric domains and first order QPM collinear interactions. The experimental results were found to be in good agreement with the applied model, thus providing a non-destructive alternative optical tool to other techniques such as microscopy or nonlinear spectroscopy to probe the statistical properties and the average ferroelectric domain size. 20, 22 Furthermore, a mutually coherent contribution of the interacting type 0 and type I nonlinear SH processes is confirmed by the theoretical fits to the experimental SHG polar plots. Additionally, the sign and relative value of the involved nonlinear coefficient for congruent SBN has been determined. In the light of this finding, the internal second harmonic interference could be exploited to obtain high contrast SH imaging of ferroelectric domain walls in SBN. Note that the extraordinary SHG vanishes when the input polarization angle is equal to
, thus providing a highly sensitive optical probe for local changes of the involved nonlinearities. Finally, the obtained results constitute a necessary step in the implementation of the recently proposed ultra-broadband entangled photon pairs from randomly poled nonlinear crystals 23, 24 and increase the operative spectral bandwidth of multifunctional random quadratic media in different areas such as all optical devices, integrated optics, or polarization sensitive nonlinear sensors, with the additional advantage of a significantly simplified experimental set-up. 
